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"T. Boone Pickens" 

 
Many of you will recall that T. Boone Pickens and I know each other.  In fact, three years ago he and I did a “fireside chat” on 
stage at Raymond James’ Summer Development Conference in front of a few thousand financial advisors.  I actually met 
Boone years ago through ex-CNBC anchor Consuelo Mack.  Consuelo became friends with T. Boone when she was working as 
a reporter in Dallas, but I digress.  I bring up Boone this morning because tomorrow we are doing a conference call with BP 
Capital (Boone Pickens Capital).  Details can be found in the post scriptum of this missive.  We are doing this because we 
believe there is a huge disconnect between the price of crude oil and the current valuation levels of the energy stocks.  As 
often stated in these reports, “The energy stocks are basically trading at the same valuation levels that they were when crude 
oil was trading at $26 per barrel.  Now, however, crude oil changes hands at almost $66 per barrel.”  Moreover, our Houston-
based energy analysts think the price of crude is going higher.  Also in that camp is Cornerstone Analytics’ Mike Rothman, who 
is considered one of the best energy analysts around and his daily letter is a must read.  In a recent report he writes: 

US inventories are continuing to decline at an impressive rate.  During the first two weeks of March, US oil storages 
have decreased counter-seasonally by 11.5 million barrels; usually we see a build in March of about 6.6 million barrels.  
Keep in mind that these March declines are in addition to impressive January and February inventory numbers.  More 
importantly, Mike doesn’t see the draws letting up anytime soon.  [Given] tightening global supplies, and large 
producers like Venezuela continuing to falter, the oil bear argument is becoming harder and harder to swallow.  

Also worth mentioning is that many oil company insiders are buying their own stock.  From the Raymond James energy 
research universe of stocks that have Strong Buy ratings from our fundamental analysts, the founder and CEO of Parsley 
Energy (PE/$27.32/Strong Buy) recently bought $5 million of his company’s stock in his first ever open market purchase.   For 
the record, the importance of an open market purchase is that the insider is voluntarily buying shares at the current market 
price.  Continental Resources’ (CLR/$58.00/Strong Buy) founder and CEO, namely Harold Hamm, made an open market 
purchase of nearly $8 million worth of his company’s stock.  Evidentially, these gentlemen believe the future looks pretty 
bright for their companies and our fundamental analysts agree. 

Moving on to the stock market, last week was rough with both the S&P 500 (SPX/2588.26) and the D-J Industrial Average 
(INDU/23533.20) losing more than 5%; their largest weekly loss since January 2016.  Reasons offered for the weekly decline 
included: Facebook’s Face-plant; a tad more hawkish Fed; tariffs; the Whitehouse shakeup; slowing manufacturing surveys; 
etc.  In studying some individual stock charts, it is quite amazing how much damage was done to select stocks in such a short 
period of time.  The weekly wilt saw the Industrials break below their February 8 closing low of 23860.46, but the SPX did not 
breach its February 8 closing of 2581.00, although it is close to doing so.  In fact, ALL of the major indices we follow were in 
the red last week, as were ALL of the macro sectors.  The only index we monitor that gained last week was the Goldman Sachs 
Commodity Index (+2.37%), which is consistent with our return to commodities theme.  Along this line, gold and crude oil are 
attempting to break out to the upside in the charts. 

Plainly, we did not think the February lows would be retested.  Obviously, we were wrong, and in this business when you are 
wrong you say you are wrong and you need to be wrong quickly for a de minimis loss of capital.  And, before we get a bunch 
of questions, as of yet there is no Dow Theory “sell signal.”  This week should be critical in determining how the equity 
markets will do in the near term.  If the 2581 level fails to contain this decline, the next “fight” should take place at the 
February 9 intraday low at 2532.69.  However, what we could be setting up for is a “W,” or double bottom, formation in the 
charts.  We saw similar chart formations in the fall of 2015 and in February 2016 (chart 1 on page 3) and they both led to 
rallies.  We would also note the McClellan Oscillator is in a fully oversold condition (chart 2) and that the S&P 500’s Advance-
Decline Line did not confirm last week’s downside (chart 3 on page 4).  So we will say it again, “This week is critical.”  Longer 
term we continue to embrace the theme that the secular bull market has years left to run.  And our pal Leon Tuey concurs.  
Recently, Leon wrote this: 

As mentioned in my reports, one of the outstanding features of this great bull market is the persistence of 
worries.  Every week, investors find something new to worry.  This month, “trade war” is the worry du jour.  Can it 
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happen, of course, it can.  The problem is that no one knows for sure whether it will happen and when it will 
happen.  Also, by the time we know about it, everyone else would have found out.  Meanwhile, what are investors to 
do? 

No one can deal with the unknown or predict “black swans.”  Available evidence continues to support my view that the 
greatest bull market is in progress and its end is nowhere near in sight.  It will not end until the Fed sees fit to tighten 
meaningfully.  But as mentioned before, the Fed will only do so when the economy overheats, inflation surges, and 
speculation is rampant.  Keep in mind what Sir John Templeton accurately observed:  “Bull markets are born from 
pessimism, grow on skepticism, mature on optimism, and die on euphoria.”  Where are we?  You be the judge. 

The call for this week: We did not expect the SPX to retest its February lows.  In the short term we should have paid more 
respect when the SPX traveled below its 20-day moving average (@ 2730) five sessions ago.  It subsequently broke below its 
140-DMA (currently at 2643.49) and is in jeopardy of violating its 200-DMA at 2585.22.  We still favor the upside, believing the 
equity markets are setting themselves up for a move higher, but admittedly we have been wrong for the past five sessions.  
Last Friday we got a two-step decline.  The first decline ended around noon with the SPX trading around 2625 where a rally 
attempt began.  It fizzled out at 2648 where a deeper decline commenced, carrying the SPX to ~2586 near the lows of the 
session, and it smacked of panic selling.  And don’t forget, the major market indices are market capitalization weighted 
indexes; and the large caps are leading the way down.  Meanwhile, the small/mid-caps continue hang in there pretty well. 

If a move higher is in the cards it should become evident this week with a double-bottom, or “W,” formation in the chart of 
the SPX.  And this morning stocks are sharply higher on the easing of trade war fears. 

P.S. – March 27 at 3:00 p.m.  (ET).  You can register at (BP Capital call).  After registering, you will receive a confirmation email 
containing information about joining the webinar.   

Participants can use their telephone. 

United States: +1 (213) 929-4212  
Access Code: 628-675-986  
Audio PIN: Shown after joining the webinar 

 

 

  

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__attendee.gotowebinar.com_register_3068406389625531651&d=DwMGaQ&c=dqndFQAGz2cg7ln6ll1EqkpBLZllP_GH8-2iqGbTww0&r=eY8EVPNNTb4SVk6UAAzWND_FheGQxksIrC8HZFHECS8&m=0Jhi64_r_2PPkWmN36odYXj3zZEBAKeAo_awN5JQDn0&s=SbgCp1zcYyLP6BM3fIl8CCwWXkDAK50BnGiO5CIqmhk&e=
tel:+1%20(213)%20929-4212;628-675-986
tel:+1%20(213)%20929-4212;628-675-986
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Chart 1 

 

Source: FactSet 

 

Chart 2 
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Chart 3 

 

Source: Thechartstore.com 
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Important Investor Disclosures 
Raymond James & Associates (RJA) is a FINRA member firm and is responsible for the preparation and distribution of research created in 
the United States. Raymond James & Associates is located at The Raymond James Financial Center, 880 Carillon Parkway, St. Petersburg, 
FL 33716, (727) 567-1000. Non-U.S. affiliates, which are not FINRA member firms, include the following entities that are responsible for 
the creation and distribution of research in their respective areas: in Canada, Raymond James Ltd. (RJL), Suite 2100, 925 West Georgia 
Street, Vancouver, BC V6C 3L2, (604) 659-8200; in Europe, Raymond James Euro Equities SAS (also trading as Raymond James 
International), 40, rue La Boetie, 75008, Paris, France, +33 1 45 64 0500, and Raymond James Financial International Ltd., Broadwalk 
House, 5 Appold Street, London, England EC2A 2AG, +44 203 798 5600. 

 

This document is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity that is a citizen or resident of or located in 
any locality, state, country, or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or 
regulation.  The securities discussed in this document may not be eligible for sale in some jurisdictions.  This research is not an offer to sell 
or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal.  It does not 
constitute a personal recommendation or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of 
individual clients.  Past performance is not a guide to future performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital 
may occur.  Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision. 

For clients in the United States: Any foreign securities discussed in this report are generally not eligible for sale in the U.S. unless they are 
listed on a U.S. exchange.  This report is being provided to you for informational purposes only and does not represent a solicitation for the 
purchase or sale of a security in any state where such a solicitation would be illegal.  Investing in securities of issuers organized outside of the 
U.S., including ADRs, may entail certain risks.  The securities of non-U.S. issuers may not be registered with, nor be subject to the reporting 
requirements of, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.  There may be limited information available on such securities.  Investors who 
have received this report may be prohibited in certain states or other jurisdictions from purchasing the securities mentioned in this report.  
Please ask your Financial Advisor for additional details and to determine if a particular security is eligible for purchase in your state.  

The information provided is as of the date above and subject to change, and it should not be deemed a recommendation to buy or sell 
any security. Certain information has been obtained from third-party sources we consider reliable, but we do not guarantee that such 
information is accurate or complete. Persons within the Raymond James family of companies may have information that is not available 
to the contributors of the information contained in this publication. Raymond James, including affiliates and employees, may execute 
transactions in the securities listed in this publication that may not be consistent with the ratings appearing in this publication.   

Raymond James (“RJ”) research reports are disseminated and available to RJ’s retail and institutional clients simultaneously via electronic 
publication to RJ's internal proprietary websites (RJ Investor Access & RJ Capital Markets). Not all research reports are directly distributed 
to clients or third-party aggregators. Certain research reports may only be disseminated on RJ's internal proprietary websites; however 
such research reports will not contain estimates or changes to earnings forecasts, target price, valuation, or investment or suitability 
rating. Individual Research Analysts may also opt to circulate published research to one or more clients electronically. This electronic 
communication distribution is discretionary and is done only after the research has been publically disseminated via RJ’s internal 
proprietary websites. The level and types of communications provided by Research Analysts to clients may vary depending on various 
factors including, but not limited to, the client’s individual preference as to the frequency and manner of receiving communications from 
Research Analysts. For research reports, models, or other data available on a particular security, please contact your RJ Sales 
Representative or visit RJ Investor Access or RJ Capital Markets. 

Links to third-party websites are being provided for information purposes only.  Raymond James is not affiliated with and does not 
endorse, authorize, or sponsor any of the listed websites or their respective sponsors.  Raymond James is not responsible for the content 
of any third-party website or the collection or use of information regarding any website’s users and/or members. 

Additional information is available on request. 

 

Analyst Information 

Registration of Non-U.S. Analysts:  The analysts listed on the front of this report who are not employees of Raymond James & Associates, 
Inc., are not registered/qualified as research analysts under FINRA rules, are not associated persons of Raymond James & Associates, Inc., 
and are not subject to FINRA Rule 2241 restrictions on communications with covered companies, public companies, and trading securities 
held by a research analyst account.    

Analyst Holdings and Compensation: Equity analysts and their staffs at Raymond James are compensated based on a salary and bonus 
system. Several factors enter into the bonus determination including quality and performance of research product, the analyst's success 
in rating stocks versus an industry index, and support effectiveness to trading and the retail and institutional sales forces. Other factors 
may include but are not limited to: overall ratings from internal (other than investment banking) or external parties and the general 
productivity and revenue generated in covered stocks.  

 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__investoraccess.rjf.com_&d=CwMFAg&c=Od00qP2XTg0tXf_H69-T2w&r=rNefLiWFkSilhqVDo70w43i53TsltTjCWk3T7beArK4&m=PC3IXwh9yes797fhP8lxVmKOzaJCoi7yXoDL8EwSFBo&s=y3WQdEai7OJL0j0ejHq1auUdg8kPQfDCBMkmD2HMOkE&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.rjcapitalmarkets.com_Logon_Index&d=CwMFAg&c=Od00qP2XTg0tXf_H69-T2w&r=rNefLiWFkSilhqVDo70w43i53TsltTjCWk3T7beArK4&m=PC3IXwh9yes797fhP8lxVmKOzaJCoi7yXoDL8EwSFBo&s=mLGRTdxZ5EwPQ9maeBsF0fvXad1Tt0SL_21LNPN2LVA&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__investoraccess.rjf.com_&d=CwMFAg&c=Od00qP2XTg0tXf_H69-T2w&r=rNefLiWFkSilhqVDo70w43i53TsltTjCWk3T7beArK4&m=PC3IXwh9yes797fhP8lxVmKOzaJCoi7yXoDL8EwSFBo&s=y3WQdEai7OJL0j0ejHq1auUdg8kPQfDCBMkmD2HMOkE&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.rjcapitalmarkets.com_Logon_Index&d=CwMFAg&c=Od00qP2XTg0tXf_H69-T2w&r=rNefLiWFkSilhqVDo70w43i53TsltTjCWk3T7beArK4&m=PC3IXwh9yes797fhP8lxVmKOzaJCoi7yXoDL8EwSFBo&s=mLGRTdxZ5EwPQ9maeBsF0fvXad1Tt0SL_21LNPN2LVA&e=
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The views expressed in this report accurately reflect the personal views of the analyst(s) covering the subject securities. No part 
of said person's compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views 
contained in this research report. In addition, said analyst has not received compensation from any subject company in the last 
12 months. 

 

Ratings and Definitions 

Raymond James & Associates (U.S.) definitions   

Strong Buy (SB1)  Expected to appreciate, produce a total return of at least 15%, and outperform the S&P 500 over the next six to 12 months. 
For higher yielding and more conservative equities, such as REITs and certain MLPs, a total return of at least 15% is expected to be realized 
over the next 12 months. 
Outperform (MO2)  Expected to appreciate and outperform the S&P 500 over the next 12-18 months. For higher yielding and more 
conservative equities, such as REITs and certain MLPs, an Outperform rating is used for securities where we are comfortable with the relative 
safety of the dividend and expect a total return modestly exceeding the dividend yield over the next 12-18 months. 
Market Perform (MP3)  Expected to perform generally in line with the S&P 500 over the next 12 months. 
Underperform (MU4)  Expected to underperform the S&P 500 or its sector over the next six to 12 months and should be sold. 
Suspended (S)  The rating and price target have been suspended temporarily.  This action may be due to market events that made coverage 
impracticable, or to comply with applicable regulations or firm policies in certain circumstances, including when Raymond James may be 
providing investment banking services to the company.  The previous rating and price target are no longer in effect for this security and should 
not be relied upon. 
 
Raymond James Ltd. (Canada) definitions   

Strong Buy (SB1)  The stock is expected to appreciate and produce a total return of at least 15% and outperform the S&P/TSX Composite Index 
over the next six months. 
Outperform (MO2)  The stock is expected to appreciate and outperform the S&P/TSX Composite Index over the next twelve months. 
Market Perform (MP3)  The stock is expected to perform generally in line with the S&P/TSX Composite Index over the next twelve months and 
is potentially a source of funds for more highly rated securities. 
Underperform (MU4)  The stock is expected to underperform the S&P/TSX Composite Index or its sector over the next six to twelve months 
and should be sold. 
 
Raymond James Europe (Raymond James Euro Equities SAS & Raymond James Financial International Limited) rating definitions 

Strong Buy (1)  Expected to appreciate, produce a total return of at least 15%, and outperform the Stoxx 600 over the next 6 to 12 months. 
Outperform (2)  Expected to appreciate and outperform the Stoxx 600 over the next 12 months. 
Market Perform (3)  Expected to perform generally in line with the Stoxx 600 over the next 12 months. 
Underperform (4)  Expected to underperform the Stoxx 600 or its sector over the next 6 to 12 months. 
Suspended (S)  The rating and target price have been suspended temporarily. This action may be due to market events that made coverage 
impracticable, or to comply with applicable regulations or firm policies in certain circumstances, including when Raymond James may be 
providing investment banking services to the company. The previous rating and target price are no longer in effect for this security and should 
not be relied upon. 
 
In transacting in any security, investors should be aware that other securities in the Raymond James research coverage universe might carry a 
higher or lower rating.  Investors should feel free to contact their Financial Advisor to discuss the merits of other available investments. 

 
Rating Distributions 

 Coverage Universe Rating Distribution* Investment Banking Distribution 

 RJA RJL  RJEE/RJFI RJA RJL  RJEE/RJFI 

Strong Buy and Outperform (Buy) 55% 69%  52% 23% 41%  0% 

Market Perform (Hold) 41% 28%  33% 12% 23%  0% 

Underperform (Sell) 5% 3%  15% 7% 14%  0% 

* Columns may not add to 100% due to rounding. 

 

Suitability Ratings (SR) 

Medium Risk/Income (M/INC)  Lower to average risk equities of companies with sound financials, consistent earnings, and dividend yields 
above that of the S&P 500. Many securities in this category are structured with a focus on providing a consistent dividend or return of capital. 

Medium Risk/Growth (M/GRW)  Lower to average risk equities of companies with sound financials, consistent earnings growth, the potential 
for long-term price appreciation, a potential dividend yield, and/or share repurchase program.  
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High Risk/Income (H/INC)  Medium to higher risk equities of companies that are structured with a focus on providing a meaningful dividend 
but may face less predictable earnings (or losses), more leveraged balance sheets, rapidly changing market dynamics, financial and competitive 
issues, higher price volatility (beta), and potential risk of principal. Securities of companies in this category may have a less predictable income 
stream from dividends or distributions of capital.  

High Risk/Growth (H/GRW)  Medium to higher risk equities of companies in fast growing and competitive industries, with less predictable 
earnings (or losses), more leveraged balance sheets, rapidly changing market dynamics, financial or legal issues, higher price volatility (beta), 
and potential risk of principal. 

High Risk/Speculation (H/SPEC)  High risk equities of companies with a short or unprofitable operating history, limited or less predictable 
revenues, very high risk associated with success, significant financial or legal issues, or a substantial risk/loss of principal. 

 

Raymond James Relationship Disclosures 

Raymond James expects to receive or intends to seek compensation for investment banking services from the subject companies in the 
next three months. 

Company Name Disclosure 

Continental Resources 
Inc. 

Raymond James & Associates makes a market in shares of CLR. 

Parsley Energy, Inc. Raymond James & Associates makes a market in shares of PE. 

 

Stock Charts, Target Prices, and Valuation Methodologies 

Valuation Methodology:  The Raymond James methodology for assigning ratings and target prices includes a number of qualitative and 
quantitative factors including an assessment of industry size, structure, business trends and overall attractiveness; management effectiveness; 
competition; visibility; financial condition, and expected total return, among other factors.  These factors are subject to change depending on 
overall economic conditions or industry- or company-specific occurrences.   

Target Prices: The information below indicates target price and rating changes for the subject companies included in this research. 

 

 
Valuation Methodology: Our valuation methodology for Continental is based on a net asset value (NAV) analysis and EV/EBITDA multiple. 
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Valuation Methodology: Our valuation methodology for PE is centered on our estimate of the company's total company net asset value (NAV) 
and also takes into consideration a target multiple of enterprise value to projected EBITDA. 
 

 

Risk Factors 

General Risk Factors: Following are some general risk factors that pertain to the businesses of the subject companies and the projected target 
prices and recommendations included on Raymond James research: (1) Industry fundamentals with respect to customer demand or product / 
service pricing could change and adversely impact expected revenues and earnings; (2) Issues relating to major competitors or market shares 
or new product expectations could change investor attitudes toward the sector or this stock; (3) Unforeseen developments with respect to the 
management, financial condition or accounting policies or practices could alter the prospective valuation; or (4) External factors that affect the 
U.S. economy, interest rates, the U.S. dollar or major segments of the economy could alter investor confidence and investment prospects. 
International investments involve additional risks such as currency fluctuations, differing financial accounting standards, and possible political 
and economic instability. 

Specific Investment Risks Related to the Industry or Issuer 

Company-Specific Risks for Continental Resources Inc. 
 
Significant Ownership by Management 
Continental's chairman and CEO owns approximately 70% of the company's common stock. As a result, he has the ability to exert a high 
degree of influence and control on all matters requiring stockholder approval. Also, he may in the future divest some or all of his Continental 
shares, which could lead to weakness in the share price. 

Gas and Oil Price Volatility 
Prices for natural gas and oil fluctuate widely, and Continental's revenues, profitability, and future growth depend substantially on prevailing 
prices for gas and oil.  Also, lower oil and gas prices can influence the company's cash flow and capital available to reinvest in drilling projects, 
which could impact Continental's ability to grow its operations. 

Future Acquisition Risks 
Acquisitions are integral to Continental's business model, and future transactions are likely. Even though the company has previously been 
successful in executing and integrating several acquisitions, the success of future transactions or the availability of favorable future 
opportunities is difficult to predict.   Ultimate transaction prices, economics, and form of consideration, future production, etc. can all affect 
future profitability and Continental's stock price performance. 

Potential Increases in Service Costs 
Future increases in drilling and other service costs could affect Continental's profitability.  As industry participants begin to accelerate drilling 
activity in response to higher commodity prices, costs will likely rise.  However, attractive rates of return may continue to be achievable, 
depending on the level of future commodity prices and Continental's hedging program. 

Company-Specific Risk Factors for Parsley Energy, Inc. 
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Oil and Gas Price Volatility 
Prices for natural gas and oil fluctuate widely, and Parsley’s revenues, profitability, and future growth depend substantially on prevailing prices 
for natural gas and oil.  In addition, lower oil and natural gas prices can influence the company’s cash flow and capital available to reinvest in 
drilling projects, which could impact Parsley’s ability to grow its operations.  As a result, current and expected oil and gas prices can 
significantly influence the price of PE shares.  Historically, changes in oil and gas prices have typically explained roughly 50-70% of stock price 
performance in the E&P sector.  Thus, prices of E&P stocks and shares of Parsley can vary widely due to oil and gas price volatility. 

Operating Risks 
Any changes in the operating environment in West Texas could have material adverse effects on Parsley’s operated activity and, subsequently, 
production, revenue, and cash flow. 

Political and Regulatory Risk 
Potential tax and regulatory changes could be harmful to the oil and gas industry.  The repeal of intangible drilling cost deductions is a notable 
example, which could drive up effective tax rates for E&P companies. 

Geographic Concentration Risk 
Parsley’s entire asset base is located in the Permian Basin, which enhances the company’s geographic concentration risk. 

Weather 
Weather risk is primarily related to extreme conditions such as cold winters (e.g., freezing production equipment) and natural disasters such 
as hurricanes, tornadoes, and earthquakes.  The Permian Basin is prone to cold winters and has oftentimes seen operational delays, which 
could adversely affect Parsley’s production and cash flow. 

 

Additional Risk and Disclosure information, as well as more information on the Raymond James rating system and suitability 
categories, is available at rjcapitalmarkets.com/Disclosures/index. Copies of research or Raymond James’ summary policies relating to 
research analyst independence can be obtained by contacting any Raymond James & Associates or Raymond James Financial Services 
office (please see raymondjames.com for office locations) or by calling 727-567-1000, toll free 800-237-5643 or sending a written 
request to the Equity Research Library, Raymond James & Associates, Inc., Tower 3, 6th Floor, 880 Carillon Parkway, St. Petersburg, FL 
33716. 

 

Simple Moving Average (SMA) - A simple, or arithmetic, moving average is calculated by adding the closing price of the security for a number 
of time periods and then dividing this total by the number of time periods. 
Exponential Moving Average (EMA) - A type of moving average that is similar to a simple moving average, except that more weight is given to 
the latest data. 
Relative Strength Index (RSI) - The Relative Strength Index is a technical momentum indicator that compares the magnitude of recent gains to 
recent losses in an attempt to determine overbought and oversold conditions of an asset. 
 

International securities involve additional risks such as currency fluctuations, differing financial accounting standards, and possible 
political and economic instability.  These risks are greater in emerging markets. 

Small-cap stocks generally involve greater risks.  Dividends are not guaranteed and will fluctuate.  Past performance may not be indicative 
of future results.  

 

Investors should consider the investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses of mutual funds and exchange-traded funds 
carefully before investing. The prospectus contains this and other information about mutual funds and exchange –traded funds. The 
prospectus is available from your financial advisor and should be read carefully before investing. 

Not approved for rollover solicitations. 

 

For clients in the United Kingdom: 

For clients of Raymond James Financial International Limited (RJFI): This document and any investment to which this document relates 
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